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Abstract 

Workflow technology has expanded substantially into the healthcare industry over the last year. 

Hospitals are embracing this technology as a means to improve operational efficiency, achieve 

patient safety goals, and positively influence the quality of care. Healthcare Workflow analysis 

identifies areas for improvement, such as redundant tasks or processes, bottlenecks, lack of 

efficiency or conformity with best practice. There are limited resources in healthcare workflow 

analysis modelling and analysis. In this paper we present brief literature review for treatment 

analysis in healthcare workflow under various scenario including Pandemic Covid -19 situation, 

Internet of things (IoT) assisted healthcare workflow monitoring, management of unintended 

situation in workflow, TMS workflow analysis. We further explore various workflow modelling 

techniques including Petri Net modelling for healthcare workflow analysis. Finally, we discuss 

some open challenge and future work in this direction. 

 

Keywords--Workflow Analysis, Healthcare system, Internet of Things (IoT), Workflow 

Modelling. 

 

1. Introduction 

Healthcare industry is one of the most critical and domination industries that demand confronted 

with higher demands for qualitative service with reduced operational costs and higher revenue [1]. 

Hospitals and other healthcare department constantly facing various challenges and other 

operational issue due to improper management. For instance, with increase in medical issue, 

number of patients at hospital constantly growing while number of beds, and other amenities are 

still the same that demand effective use of hospital assets with excellent clinical assistance and 

high-quality patient care. Furthermore, emergency department exceeds the capacity and hospital 

loses money while treating the patients. Also, shortage of staff across clinical jobs leads various 

issues including emergency department overcrowded, facilities of emergency patients is being 

altered, number of operated beds reduced to assist patients, increased period of patients stay and 

delayed their discharge time, which in turn decrease patient satisfaction and demands to tackle this 

all these operational issues. However, these1issues1do1not1change1the1fact that 

patient1deserve1and1demand1safe1and1top-

quality1care.1Patients1put1their1trust1in1hospitals1to1treat1them1according1to best 
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practices,1to1ensure1they1receive1the1appropriate1tests,1medications,1and interventions for 

their1conditions.1Delayed1care1delivery,1unnecessary1tests,1medication errors, or 

preventable1complications1due1to1an1omitted1step1in1a1plan1of1care increases the 

likelihood1of1poor1patient1outcomes. To address this issue healthcare industry is verge on the 

peak for gaining significant attention from researcher to work in the direction of process 

optimization, efficiency enhancement and throughput improvement. Workflow technology which 

is earlier used in manufacturing industry can be designed and applied in healthcare industry to help 

hospitals and their clinical department to deliver the right service work to the right patient at the 

correct time, with best care and quality of service.  

 

Workflow technology is the order of events executed autonomously or collaboratively by the 

several representatives/units in the organization [2]. The representatives in a medical system 

comprise, of clinicians, medical technologies, equipment and care delivery procedures. The 

influence of healthcare workflow on patient protection has been extensively recognized for some 

time [3]. Clinical error analysis that compromises safety, security and care, has always been an 

intricate plan. However, main issue in healthcare industry for researcher in regards with patient 

care and safety is that healthcare industry is the group of entities dependent on each other and 

clinical errors can seldom be attributed to a single entity. Any adverse effect or clinical errors are 

typically indications of flaws elsewhere in the whole system or mere single entity or process [4]. 

As healthcare system is intricate and collective system, the study of medical activities and 

communications with clinical specialists and support systems,1can1help us 

better1understand1the1care1delivery1process1and1consequently, the workflow. The 

Health1Information1Technology1for1Economic1and1Clinical1Health1(HITECH) Act, 

passed1as1part1of1the1American1Recovery1and1Reinvestment1Act1(ARRA) of 2009, 

introduced1incentives1for1healthcare1organizations1to1adopt1and1use1EHRs1[5]. This has 

led1to1a1significant1increase1in1EHR1adoption1and1as1of12015,196%1of1US non-federal 

acute1care1hospitals1reportedly1possessed1certified1EHR1technology1and184% had 

adopted1a1basic1EHR1which1was1up1from19.4%1in12008 [6]. The electronic healthcare record 

(EHR) systems have presented a new horizon to healthcare workflow. This, shared with the quality 

reportage necessities under “evocative practice” [7] have seen administrations adopt a diversity of 

rules and technologies to accumulate and compute healthcare workflow to aid in writing of events. 

However, current study has revealed that the influence of EHRs into healthcare workflow has not 

been without some substantial disadvantages extending from a lack of patient appointment to 

adverse influence on medical doctor efficiency [8,9] suggesting the necessity for an exhaustive 

study of EHRs influence on workflow. However, an evocative analysis of healthcare workflow is 

a time-consuming and task intensive process, the intricacy of which gages in relation to the 

intricacy intrinsic to the experimental surroundings [2]. Conventionally, healthcare workflow 

analysis elaborates the use of one or numerous approaches by means of a human witness to seize 

various data streams of interest relevant to the surroundings. In this context the most commonly 

used method has been ethnography [10–12]. Ethnography in medical atmospheres that explore the 

study of individuals across the surroundings and elaborate their interactions with surrounding 

environment including, including their preconceptions, impact over clinician performance and 

outcome for patient care. Ethnographic remarks combined with the other techniques like 

questionnaires, interviews, surveys, help to find error in healthcare workflow however, they all 

also have certain limitations. Precisely, they depend deeply on single or multiple human observers 

at concurrent times by processing multiple, streams of data [13]. In order to make system more 
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efficient a greater number of human observers requires however it can become troublesome to the 

healthcare atmosphere. Moreover, logical challenges such as the prerequisite to train the human 

observers to accumulate consistent data with high consistency ad reliability, may be a highly cost-

intensive. These challenges are aggravated in the emergency department (ED) [14], and it 

subsequently poses a substantial challenge for scholars and researchers. The tasks accomplished 

in the ED are particularly non-linear, distributed and, complex [15]. Therefore, to supplement 

ethnographically derived metrics, healthcare workflow needs to be turned down towards 

information technology freeing the scholars to devote more time for IT based healthcare workflow 

analysis. 

IT enabled healthcare workflow analysis improve quality of service and patient care with more 

reliability and safety. However, unplanned introduction of healthcare IT led to unintended 

consequences [16]. The1term1“unintended1consequences”1refers1to unforeseen or 

unpredicted1results1to1a1specific1action [17]. These unintended1consequences can be 

optimistic, pessimistic, or impartial. Tremendous research has been carried out understand the 

unintended1consequences of healthcare IT [18-24]. While, [16] explores healthcare workflow 

analysis for unintended consequences and describe how implementation of healthcare IT may 

involuntarily introduce adversative consequences to healthcare workflow. Healthcare IT become 

more advance with development of advanced mobile healthcare application and digital 

technologies[25]. With advancement in mobile healthcare application, several healthcare 

stakeholders require effective workflow to access patient data. Also required efficient healthcare 

workflow permission to make hard copy or digital data of all this work and ensure the 

confidentiality that this data should not be distributed for any commercial or financial benefits 

without permission to any unauthorized party. To ensure this confidential and quality of service, 

graphical workflow architecture using petri net is explored in [26] that provide consistency for this 

all sort of services with access and processing of patient data by several healthcare stakeholders. 

In this paper petri net are used as treatment pathway in healthcare workflow analysis of patients. 

Many of researchers and scientist used Computer-Aided Healthcare Workflows [27] that facilitate 

healthcare workflows includes process, entities, medical guidelines, medical procedures, medical 

devices, medical practitioners, medical staff and healthcare information systems (HIS). The typical 

healthcare workflow architecture is shown in figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. Typical Healthcare Workflow 

 

 

The healthcare workflow process must be kept dependable with all stakeholders at all times.  

 

2. Background and related work 
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In clinical surroundings, healthcare workflow analysis is particularly imperative to evaluate the 

effect of an intrusion or other variations of everyday clinical processes. Zheng et. al [27] attempted 

to enumerate the effect of Healthcare-IT implementations on healthcare workflows. They acquaint 

with a new set data analysis procedure for evaluation of effect and establish a way of using data 

visualization to make intricate information more legible and valuable for faster valuations. 

Ethnographic techniques, as mentioned above, can sometimes be flawed or logistically 

challenging. Moreover, the interpretations made from the information can be problematic to 

simplify. So, finally, various IT enable automated methods have been technologically advanced to 

improve data gathering in medical surroundings.  

2.1 Workflow Simulation  

The first techniques used in this context is workflow simulations and analysis. Wang et. al [28] 

instigated an agent-based workflow simulation to improve and identify bottlenecks (congestion or 

jams) in the emergency department (ED) workflow. This system recognizes and then change 

constraints related with radiology and triage processes that could attain a development in average 

waiting time of patient and reduce length of patient stay.  Wang et al. [29] proposed concept-based 

model for ED to determine the behavior change of physician or medical practitioner based on 

numerous metrics measure including the behavior change after per hour diagnostic of new patient 

role, and the length of patient stay. These techniques are sufficient enough to simulate multifaceted 

surroundings where the collected data may not always be steady and consistent. Though, the 

simulation analysis is typically performed via professional expert which is valuable enough but at 

the same time insufficient. Such techniques do not sufficient to incorporate real world data as they 

would not give consistent performance for real-time quantitative metrics.  

2.2 IoT assisted workflow analysis 

To tract down the activities of patients, recently sensor technology is used in healthcare workflow 

analysis. Internet of Things (IoT) sensors plays significant role in developing healthcare workflow 

for real world data. Several researches have been carried out using this sensor technology that 

include various IoT sensor techniques including ZigBee [33], Wi-Fi [30], Bluetooth [31], and 

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) [32] in healthcare workflow to automate the data analysis 

and track down the activity of workflow entities such as clinicians, patients, staff, to other hospital 

personnel across clinical settings. Fry et.al [34] proposed RFID based MASCAL model that keep 

track the activities of clinical resources and its surrounding including medical equipment, hospital 

staff, or patients in real time and efficiently handle mass casualties in emergency events including 

natural disaster, and other calamities.   Ajami et. al [35], integrated RFID technology in healthcare 

workflow and perform RFID based real time data analysis that ensure patient safety and reduce 

diagnostic, medical and medication error. Kannampallil et al. [36] proposed another method based 

on RFID technology to handle the ED workflow with a set of procedures that formalize the study 

of clinical events. Presently, real-time location system (RTLS) gaining significant popularity 

especially Bluetooth technology as it release low energy that means consume minimum power just 

like other low energy consumption technology including ZigBee [37] leading to an better-quality 

lifespan of1Bluetooth1slave1devices1i.e.1tags [38]. Anderson et. al [39] established the beacon 

by implementing low energy Bluetooth device for door locking system based on proximity. Frisby 

et. al, [40], exploiting RTLS based Bluetooth technology to handle dynamic environment of ED 

workflow and demonstrate data accumulation by preserving chronological relationship between 

pragmatic events.  
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2.3 Healthcare workflow analysis using Time and motion studies (TMS) 

Aigner et. al [41] provide a generalizable framework for the visualization of temporal data. Loorak 

et al. [42] established TimeSpan modeling system that demonstrate time-based patient data 

visualization with numerous dimensions. Time and motion studies (TMS) are another frequently 

used technique for healthcare workflow analysis in a very complex and simultaneous task-based 

medical atmospheres where time-based directive is relevant. TMS are mainly led by means of 

efficient and qualitative annotations [43,44]. These studies offer valuable understanding into the 

time-based study and visual conception of workflow. Yen et al., 2016 [45] directed a TMS 

techniques to evaluate nursing staff workflows in which they used visual conception techniques 

that reports on multiple task activity and observed their communication with time-duration. The 

visual conception of multi-task activity includes splitting the visual events into communication, 

practical tasks, and location of study. The sensor technologies and TMS provide a valuable insight 

and perform efficient analysis with real-world data in more consistent way.   

 

2.4 Healthcare Workflows modeling technologies 

Recently, workflow management gains significant attention from various research scholars that 

explores workflow solution for both hospital personnel and patients. The healthcare workflow 

can1be1modelled1using1various1technologies1including Event1driven1Process Chains 

(EPCs)1[46],1Business1Process1Modeling1Notation1(BPMN)1[47,148],1Unified Modeling 

Languages1(UML),1Bayesian1networks1[49],1or1Markov1chains1[50]1and High-Level 

Petri1Nets1(HLPNs)1[51]. High-Level Petri Net gain significant popularity among all the other 

modelling technology. HLPN were developed to model synchronization and concurrency in 

distributed systems in real-time scenario. Petri nets, or HLPNs are consist of four elements 

including places, tokens, transitions, and arcs and their typical architecture is shown in Figure 2.  

 

 
Places contain tokens while token contain the detailed information of state. Transition represents 

the activity or event while arc is an edge that connect transition and places.  Here we present few 

researches works that elaborate workflow for the healthcare industry using Petri Net.  In [52], 

Hughes et al. proposed healthcare system using petri net for planning and resource management. 

The flow of patients is modelled to provide relevant information about healthcare and associated 

facilities to healthcare manager and also evaluate the performance of existing amenities. In [53], 

Bertolini et al presented collaboration model for healthcare workflow using petri net that 

functional1and1non-functional1requirement1of1healthcare1system. In [54], Augusto et. al 

projected a modelling method of healthcare events for instant planning and task scheduling. 

This1method1can1also1be1used1for1simulation1of1health1care systems. To meet the 

requirement of patients and old-age people to live independently, Fanti et al. [55] propose 

workflow monitoring model using a Petri net that monitors their day-to-day activities, detect and 

communicate any abnormal activity or accidental event to their family care giver, professional 

medical expert and emergency service station. Whittaker et al. [56] projected choice-
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point1nets,1which1are1an1augmented1form1of1Petri1nets1to1analyse health-care procedures 

and to prototypical possible selections. The authors fixated on how the selections among health 

decisions can be determined and simulated. Mahulea et al. [57, 58] disclosed that healthcare 

procedures can be demonstrated by Petri nets with state machine. In this work as open Petri nets 

is not used therefore the medical resources remain unaffected and no real-time communication 

with the real-world data is represented.  

 

2.5 Healthcare workflow in COVID-19 Pandemic Situation   

 

Several studies have investigated various problems that occur in hospitals caused by Coronavirus. 

In Italy, Bettinelli et al. [59] studied the workflow of an orthopedic clinic during the COVID-19 

pandemic. They summarized all the changes that had to be made to prevent the healthcare system’s 

downfall in the most affected areas and provided an effective flowchart. They proposed a model 

that shows the workflow for patients arrived in the emergency room (ER) in an Orthopedic Hub 

during the coronavirus disease emergency, as given in Figure 2. In the model, the hub and spoke 

organization was enforced by an immediate-effect regional decree. 

 

 
 

Figure.2 Healthcare workflow during Pandemic Covid-19 Situation 

 

In another study, Wei et al. [60] improved the workflow of radiotherapy procedures during the 

COVID-19 pandemic in a cancer hospital in Wuhan. They affirmed that a stringent COVID-19 

screening protocol was implemented at their center, and the workflow of radiotherapy was 

optimized for combating the epidemic. Simulation techniques have been used in several hospital-

related studies. This technique makes a safe analytical lens into the process; therefore, flow can be 

optimized, and risk minimized [61]. Das [62] studied the effect of the COVID-19 outbreak on the 

workflow of an endoscopy Centre. This study developed a discrete event simulation-based model 

to measure the impact of the changes on the performance indicators related to COVID-19-related 

workflow and cost per case compared with the pre-COVID-19 baseline. The results show that the 

post-COVID-19 suggested workflow changes have a significant impact on productivity and 

operational metrics and, in turn, adversely impact financial indicators. There has been a substantial 

reduction in staff utilization resulting in a growth in total patient waiting time, facility time, and 
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cost per case due to a bottleneck caused by pre-procedure COVID-19 testing and screening while 

practicing. Diaz and Dawson [61] used simulation to develop a COVID-19 resuscitation procedure 

in the emergency department of pediatrics. They concluded that simulation might be used to 

formulate COVID-19 spaces, processes, and workflows.  

 

2.6 Healthcare Workflow for unintended consequences 

 

Health IT implementation may unintentionally introduce adverse consequences to clinical 

workflow, with the following two goals. First, we attempt to characterize the chain of impact by 

distinguishing primary unintended consequences that lead to changes in workflow from secondary 

unintended consequences that originate from the workflow alterations. Second, we attempt to 

provide a discussion on the causes of and some proposed solutions for these workflow-related 

unintended adverse consequences.  

 

2.6.1 Describing Unintentional Consequences in Healthcare workflow 

 

Understanding health IT’s impact on workflow can be challenging due in part to the fact that 

workflow encompasses all activities around clinical care. The introduction of health IT is often 

associated with direct changes in established workflow, such as new types of work and new task 

interdependencies, which has been widely noted in the literature [63,64]. We refer to these as 

primary unintended consequences. In addition, there are other indirect impacts that occur as a 

result of these primary consequences. For example, some studies have found that clinicians may 

adopt unsafe workarounds in response to disrupted and fragmented workflow, which can lead to 

an increase in errors resulting in patient safety threats [65,66,67]. This cascading effect, from 

workflow consequences to other secondary impacts, is illustrated in Figure 3.  

3.2.1 Workflow Issues: Primary Unintended Consequences  

In many cases, unintended consequences of health IT implementation directly affect the work 

practices of both clinicians (e.g., physicians, nurses, pharmacists) and nonclinical staff (e.g., 

medical billing and coders, receptionists, and IT staff), even though the former is far more 

frequently studied. Unintended consequences to clinicians’ workflow, as documented in the 

literature to date, include new or increased workload [68, 69], delayed work or time inefficiencies 

[70,71 72], interruptions or distractions [71,73,74,75], duplicated work practices [73, 68, 76] and 

changed or disrupted communication [75].  

 

 
Figure 3 Healthcare workflow demonstrating unintended consequences of Health IT 

 

 

2.6.2 Secondary Unintended Consequences Resulting from Workflow Issues  
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As a result of the workflow issues, clinicians often face secondary consequences, such as 

negative emotions, higher cognitive load, shifts in institutional and power structure, and 

overreliance on technology. When clinicians are overburdened or upset, they may resort to 

workarounds in an attempt to ease these secondary consequences. These workarounds, and the 

workarounds that directly result from the workflow issues, can negatively impact patient safety 

and privacy.  

Workflow issues that result from health IT adoption can impact clinicians in many 

unintended and negative ways, including provoking negative emotions [77,78], increasing task 

fragmentation [66,71], changing institutional and power structure [77] and creating an overreliance 

on technology [77]. As healthcare providers try to learn an new computerized system and contest 

with changes to their work processes, they may experience guilt, annoyance, sadness, hostility, 

and disgust [78] Changes and disruptions to established workflow can also result in task 

fragmentation reflected as higher frequencies of task switching and multitasking [66,71].  

Workarounds are mitigating strategies commonly employed by clinicians to overcome 

barriers to their work introduced by a variety of factors, including primary unintended 

consequences and their secondary effects. Workarounds can be individual, managerial, or artifact-

based, depending on who initiates the workaround and how it is enacted. Common examples of 

workarounds include using paper and other software systems as intermediaries [79,80] and staying 

logged into the system under a coworker’s credential to save time [81]. In the context of test result 

management, [79] found that among the primary care clinicians studied who used workarounds, 

70% reported using paper-based methods and 22% reported using a combination of paper and 

computer-based approaches. Sometimes workarounds can become a routine practice to address 

workflow issues [82]. For instance, to combat inefficiencies and to facilitate care coordination, 

clinicians may write down patient information on a piece of paper  [79] or take photos of the screen 

of a computer workstation [83]. Generally, workarounds are aimed at alleviating secondary 

consequences that emerge as a result of workflow issues, rather than addressing the underlying 

workflow issues directly.  

The most concerning adverse impact as a result of workflow issues and/or unsafe 

workarounds is added risks to patient safety [68,79,80]. Disruptions to workflow can increase the 

likelihood of errors, leading to serious adverse events [65,73,77,79,80, 84,85]. Poor usability of 

health IT also contributes to the problem. For example, poorly designed software user interfaces 

may make it much easier for clinicians to select the wrong option or input an order for the wrong 

patient. Schiff et al. [86] provided an overview of common design problems of CPOE, including 

an illustration of how the overwhelming number of acetaminophen choices displayed on a 

computer screen could facilitate new types of errors. In addition, health IT requires complete and 

structured data, which can also cause cognitive overload that makes clinicians more susceptible to 

making mistakes [87,88].   

Lastly, workflow issues and unsafe workarounds can adversely affect patient privacy and 

confidentiality. Particularly, the use of workarounds such as paper notes, screenshots, and photos 

to improve memory and efficiency can threaten patient privacy and confidentiality by recording 

and transferring sensitive patient information in an unsecure manner. Although there are often 

privacy policies and security measures in place in clinical environments, clinicians may work 

around them when they deem these policies and measures as inhibitors to their work practices 

[83,89,90].  

 

3 Discussion: Challenges in Healthcare workflow 
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This section discusses the challenges from the healthcare workflow application point of view, 

which might not be directly related to software development (e.g., the legal issues), but motivates 

software research. Those issues might exist for developing other software as well. However, they 

are essential for the wide use of computer aided healthcare workflow systems.  

 

3.1 From Data Characteristic Perspective:  

• Different healthcare providers and their HIS/knowledge bases often use different 

terminologies and data value scale/representations. This makes integration and deployment 

of workflow systems difficult.  

• How to collect accurate, yet sufficiently large volumes of data for workflow analysis and 

validation, without interfering with or unduly burdening the workflow? We have seen that 

while analyzing current practice (which was believed to be inefficient) is agreed to be 

useful, no one is willing to collect the data because of the workload.  

• Clinical data collection/analysis needs a long time to validate certain workflows and check 

on the effectiveness of their computer support (e.g., long-term care data collection for 

chronic diseases).  

3.2 Data Integration with IT technologies:  

• How different kinds of workflows (e.g., administrative, clinical treatment) can be 

integrated, although supported by different software applications? How to plug external 

medical guidelines easily into hospital workflows?  

• How to integrate both event forecasting (e.g., a patient will come to ICU in 30 minutes), 

and data propagation (e.g., providing all relevant, timely data for the new patient)?  

• How to test feasibility or ensure reliable execution of the integration of multiple inter-

related workflows without causing interference?  

3.3 Legal/regulatory:  

• Does a latest technology equipped clinical workflow need to be approved by FDA? 

• Is the workflow vendor responsible for workflow definition incompleteness or for errors 

in executing the deployed workflow support?  

• Who would own the intellectual property on the computerized workflows if their manual 

versions are results of many medical research efforts?  

3.4 Usability:  

• Computer intelligence-based workflows need to be evaluated in a real healthcare setting to 

ensure their efficiency and usability while not disturbing the workflow itself.  

• Avoid overloading the tasks for a staff. If a workflow brings 50 alerts a day, it will become 

too overwhelming to respond. It should provide guidance for the priority of the tasks (e.g., 

to address the safety critical nature of the clinical workflows) and support easy switching 

among those tasks.  

• How to design the appropriate interactions among usability and security features in a 

workflow system so that the hindering from each other can be avoided.  

3.6 Multiple Views:  

Different medical roles (e.g., nurse, doctor) often have different understandings of the same 

workflow. The view of each role is focused only on one aspect and their views may conflict since 

their concerns can be different. Also, a single role may require different views, depending on 

context and activity (e.g., a nurse in ICU performs many different activities: patient assessment, 

dispensing medication, and fluid treatment, which would be better facilitated with different views.) 
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3.6 Adaptability:  

• Medical guidelines often need to adapt to the healthcare environments (e.g., availability of 

certain medicines and equipment).  

• Workflows need to be adaptable to different healthcare providers. Physicians (even of the 

same specialty) may differ in their workflows because of their different personal 

experiences or training, and thus they require the workflow system to support doing things 

their way.  

3.7 Maintenance:  

• Implementations of workflows, particularly clinical guidelines, need to be upgraded with 

advances of medical guidelines. 

• Administration workflows need to respond to legislative and regulatory changes (e.g., add 

privacy notification to check-in process, change in Medicare allowances)  

 

3.8 Software Challenges  

This section summarizes the challenges in applying the software technologies to support the 

healthcare workflows:  

• Guideline validation: How to check the completeness, execution feasibility/reliability, and 

syntax of the workflows? Software technology can easily identify syntax errors. However, 

it is limited in identifying semantics-related errors (e.g., insufficient safety checks) without 

additional information.  

• Model mapping: How to integrate medical guidelines with other medical information 

systems (e.g., patient monitoring, radiology information systems, electronic patient 

records)?  

• Formalizing the medical guidelines: How to formalize the values in the guidelines to allow 

a computer to analyze or execute guidelines?  

• Support a variety of control/execution flows: Need to be able to support flexibility in 

executing workflows, especially for exception conditions, which might need special 

recovery and rollback mechanisms.  

• Support adaptability: How to make the workflow execution adaptable to different medical 

purposes (screening, disease management, surveillance); different healthcare roles; and 

different kinds of healthcare organizations (e.g., clinic vs. hospitals). A highly adaptable 

system could be overly complex and have too much overhead (e.g., performance). 

Achieving a good balance is the challenge.  

• Support capturing real-time information: Workflow support should be provided with the 

most recent medical and patient information since the medical environment and the patient 

information change frequently. Software techniques could be used to identify promptly and 

adjust accordingly the guidance that is based upon out-of-date information, all without 

undue overhead to the system. 

 

4. Conclusion and future work 

 

Healthcare is a complex environment with various challenges and opportunities. 

Healthcare industry faces technical, clinical, and cultural challenges. Despite various challenges, 

workflow analysis with latest technologies improves patient care and operational efficiencies and 

healthcare industry powerful. In this paper we present review of various research article that 

present the healthcare workflow under different medical situation and demonstrated that workflow 
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can be applied in any healthcare environments. Healthcare workflow analysis is a feasible 

movement and vision for the future of healthcare. 

 

The advances of technologies, such as wireless networking and sensor technologies, will make it 

more feasible to apply software technologies to healthcare workflows. However, there is still scope 

to added some human intelligence knowledge to make workflow fully automated. Thus, a 

comprehensive set of software-related requirements with some artificial intelligence technology 

in healthcare workflow would be needed to introduce into this application area. The software 

analysis technologies might be applied to analyze the correctness of the healthcare workflows; the 

data extraction technologies will provide the required data for the clinical diagnosis. Data mining 

technologies will help acquire knowledge about the workflows and their executions. The software 

integration technologies will automate the clinical operational and laboratory workflows. 

Additionally, using a framework to classify healthcare workflow requirements will ease the 

communications between healthcare staff and software professionals. Without such classification, 

as indicated by our prior experience, the requirements would have to be developed from scratch 

and thus take more effort to develop. Another thing that needs to added in healthcare workflow is 

some data analytical techniques like Big Data for analyzing real-time healthcare data from various 

IoT sensor, WSN and body sensor network (BSN).  In addition, with artificial intelligence and data 

analytics, there is also a need to elaborate some cloud-edge-Fog based computing technologies for 

reducing time delay and energy consumption. Our work as presented here with an aim achieving 

all this goals and develop advanced and automated healthcare workflow that analyze the treatment 

with latest technologies, and minimum delay.   
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